
The Fertility Expo in Europe

Berlin   Munich   Cologne Paris Milan



The Show
 
The european series of fertility expos provides a unique trusted information hub
on all areas of fertility treatment and becoming a parent - no matter their sexual
orientation or relationship status. 

World class seminars provide educational content delivered by leading fertility
experts. 
 
The accompanying exhibition is an opportunity for visitors to meet leading clinics,
doctors, specialists, experts, treatment providers and clinicians face to face and
all under one roof.
 
The Exhibitor 

If you are a leading clinic or fertility treatment provider who wants to meet a
focused dedicated audience, whose only reason to attend the show is to discover
and learn about fertility treatments and routes to parenthood then, contact us
today to secure your place.
  
This is an unrivalled opportunity to meet thousands of patients from across
Europe all of whom are on their journey to parenthood. Do not miss out, there
are no other patient facing events of this scale and early booking guarantees a
seminar slot and first choice on the subject you wish to present on.



Upcoming events 2021
BERLIN             13 - 14 March
MILAN              15 - 16 May
MUNICH           05 - 06 June

PARIS                04 - 05 Sept
COLOGNE        Autumn 2021
AMSTERDAM   TBA   



 Optimum branding package with show naming rights
 Premier 'front of house' stand
 Sponsor of one seminar theatre
 Marketing support package: pre + post show
 Digital Marketing Package: website, social, online

Exclusive Headline Sponsor    from 20,000€

seminar theatre - brand ownership of the theatre
Café - create a branded dining experience
Therapy - aline your brand and showcase an interactive experience

Gold  Sponsor     from 5000€

 Choose from one of these packages:

 Walking rights (limited to 3 companies)
 1 dedicated newsletter  
 Inserts in show bags (1000 leaflets to be provided by sponsor)
 Dedicated page on website
 Speaking slot

Bronze Sponsor   from 995€
 
 Choose from one of these packages:

 Front of house Package - significant recall via front of house exposure                            
 Show bags package - exclusive brand OTS via most popular visitor show
accessory

Silver Sponsor   from 3000€

 Choose from one of these packages:

Sponsorship Opportunities
You want to boost the recall of your brand? Sponsorship is the route to success. Improving your brand recall and recognition is at the heart of our packages.

Exhibit
Contact us to discuss the opportunities to meet large numbers of potential new customers.

Clinic Stands*

Space Only
455€ / m²

Shell Scheme
495€ / m²

Clinic Package
595€ / m²

Non Clinic Stands

Space Only
255€ / m²

Shell Scheme
305€ / m²

*minimum stand size is 12m²

To find out more please get in touch today.



Christine Schmidt

T: +49 33631 805 985
E: christine@f2fevents.co.uk

Anne Laure Guichard

T: +44 1442 872 568
E: annelaure@f2fevents.co.uk

Contact us to find out more

The Organiser
The organiser of these shows, f2f events Ltd, is an award winning consumer health show specialist with over 20 years of experience running dedicated patient facing
events. Organising consumer health shows presents a unique set of challenges, both legal and operational, which only the very experienced can overcome. f2f events
deep knowledge and understanding provides the security and confidence you need to participate in these shows.  

Raj Jadeja

T: +44 1442 289920
E: raj@f2fevents.co.uk


